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1H Homonuclear Decoupling Instructions for TOPSPIN 1.3 
 
 

Acquire a Proton Spectrum 
Create a new dataset by typing new and naming your experiment as needed. 
 
Lock, shim and run a normal 1H NMR experiment (using rpar and gpro).   If you have been 
trained to tune the probe, wobb before acquiring the 1H spectrum (not the 400MHz-0083).  While 
shimming, turn off the spin and adjust the non-spin shims X and Y.  Spin the sample during 1H 
acquisition.   
 
Set up and acquire the Homodec Experiment 
Create a new experiment in your dataset by typing new and changing the EXPNO to 2 and 
clicking save.   
 
Type rpar PROHOMODEC all to load the parameters.  Or select PROHOMODEC from the 
parameter set list and click COPY ALL.  Then type gpro.   
 
Next you will need to examine your 1H NMR spectrum (type re 1 to view this spectrum) to 
determine the offset of the peak that will be decoupled/saturated. Place the cursor on this peak of 
interest and write down the chemical shift.  This will be the o2p in the homonuclear decoupling 
experiment. 
 
Type re 2 to return to your PROHOMODEC experiment.  Type o2p and enter in the value as 
noted above.   
 
Type pl24 and set this power level to 52 dB. This is the power (in decibals) for the decoupling 
pulse.   
 
Type rga;zg to begin the experiment.  
 
If the peak of interest did not disappear, optimize pl24 until the peak or multiplet of interest 
collapses. Do this by increasing the power of irradiation (decreasing the dB) by 2’s. Do not 
decrease this number less than 44 dB!! Rerun the experiment. 
 
DO NOT USE THESE POWER LEVELS in Topspin 3.5!!! See updated instructions below! 
 
Reference the Chemical Shifts 
Type re 1.  Reference (calibrate) this 1H spectrum as usual to your deuterated solvent peak.  
Type sr and write down this number to use for referencing your 2D data.   
 
Type re 1 then sr and enter the number from the 1H spectrum into both fields to reference the 2D 
data in both dimensions.   
 
Plot the data using the Plot Editor. To stack the spectra in the Plot Editor - use the layout (in 
C:\Bruker\Topspin1.3\plot\layouts\layouts.stack) and select your spectra in the Edit window.  See 
Plot Editor manual for more details.  
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1H Homonuclear Decoupling Instructions for TOPSPIN 3.5plX 
 
 

Acquire a Proton Spectrum 
Create a new dataset by typing new and naming your experiment as needed. 
 
Lock, tune, shim, and run a normal 1H NMR experiment. 
 
Set up and acquire the Homodec Experiment 
Create a new experiment in your dataset by typing new and changing the EXPNO to 2.  
 
Select the Experiment from the list: PROHOMODEC to load the parameters. Select the 
‘getprosol’ option.  Or type rpar and select PROHOMODEC from the parameter set list and click 
COPY ALL.  Then type getprosol.   
 
Next you will need to examine your 1H NMR spectrum (type re 1 to view this spectrum) to 
determine the offset of the peak that will be decoupled/saturated. Place the cursor on this peak of 
interest and write down the chemical shift.  This will be the o2p in the homonuclear decoupling 
experiment. 
 
Type re 2 to return to your PROHOMODEC experiment.  Type o2p and enter in the value as 
noted above.   
 
Type PLW2 and set this power level to 28W. This is the power (in Watts) for the decoupling 
pulse.   
 
Type rga;zg to begin the experiment.  
 
If the peak of interest did not disappear, optimize PLW2 until the peak or multiplet of interest 
collapses. Do this by increasing the power of irradiation (increasing watts) by 2W at a time. Do 
not increase this number to more than 35 W!! Rerun the experiment. 
 
DO NOT USE THESE POWER LEVELS in Topspin 1.3!!! See updated instructions above! 
 
Reference the Chemical Shifts 
Type re 1.  Reference (calibrate) this 1H spectrum as usual to your deuterated solvent peak.  
Type sr and write down this number to use for referencing your 2D data.   
 
Type re 1 then sr and enter the number from the 1H spectrum into both fields to reference the 2D 
data in both dimensions.   
 
Plot the data using the Plot Editor. To stack the spectra in the Plot Editor - use the layout (in 
C:\Bruker\Topspin3.5\plot\layouts\layouts.stack) and select your spectra in the Edit window.  See 
Plot Editor manual for more details.  
 
 
 
NOTES: 
  


